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 4 Tuning The Ukulele, and String Names 
It is important to learn how to tune your ukulele with the method shown below. Tuning your 
ukulele “manually” helps develop your “ear”, but you should also have an electronic tuner. 
They are inexpensive, easy to use, and allow you to tune your quickly and accurately.  
 

Notice the string names and numbers. The string closest to the floor is the first string, and the 
string closest to you chin is the fourth string. They are named G C E A from 4th to 1st. You 
should memorize them. Here is a phrase that may help you to remember the letter name for 
each string:       
             Giant Cows Eat Alligators 

Hold, and play the note at the 5th 
fret of the 4th string (G), and tune 
the 3rd string (C) until the pitch 
matches the fretted note.  
 

Hold and play the 4th fret of the 3rd 
string (C) and tune the 2nd string (E) 
until the pitch matches the fretted 
note. 
 

Hold, and play the note at the 5th 
fret of the 2nd string (E), and tune 
the 1st string (A) until the pitch 
matches the fretted note.  

Frets 

Nut 

String Names and Numbers 
       4       3     2      1 
        G     C     E     A  

Low G String or High G String? 
   

You have a choice of what type of string to use on the fourth (or top) string. While most 
stringed instruments have the lowest pitched string as the top string, the uke uses a high string 
as the top string. This string arrangement is what gives the uke its characteristic sound. The 5 
string banjo has a similar string arrangement. 
 

However, if you find yourself playing fingerstyle, single note soloing, or advanced jazz chords on 
the uke, as this book will present, you may want to consider putting a lower pitched fourth 
string on your uke.  
 

This will give you a wider range of notes, not unlike a guitar, and will make certain styles, like 
fingerpicking sound much fuller.  
 

Many uke players actually have two instruments –one with the high G and one with the low G. 
You can purchase ready made sets for the soprano or tenor uke, or you can just replace the g 
string with a heavier string. A classical guitar 4th string will work.  
 



 5 Introduction to Chords 
   
 

The objective of the first couple of lessons is to get you to play chords 
smoothly and evenly. As you move from one chord to an other, you will 
see that the same notes are held down in some chords.  
 

Notice that on the A minor and F chord, your second finger holds down 
the same note. In the G and D chords, the first finger holds down the 
same note.  
 

Whenever you see a note that repeats in the next chord, don’t lift you 
finger up when you change chords. This will enable you to switch chords 
faster, and with less effort.  
 

The primary note in any chord called the root. The root is simply the 
note of the same name as the chord. The root of a D chord is a D note, 
the root of a G chord is a G note, and so on. When the root note of the 
chord is the first note that the listener hears, it sets their ear up to hear a chord that shares 
the tonality of the root note. In some chords the root appears more than once. A detailed 
explanation of the Root, and other components of chords will be presented later in the 
book. Throughout this book, the root will be displayed at the bottom of each chord dia-
gram to show on which string the root resides with this symbol:  R. 
 

Being able to identify the root of a chord will become vital as you start learning to play 
chords up the neck.  
 

Throughout this book, you will see that each chord can come in a several “colors”. There are 
three “families” of chords: major, minor and 7th, and most chords fall into one of these three 
families. So, you may encounter a D chord (major), a Dm chord (minor), or a D7 chord (7th) 
in any given song. Each family provides a different “color”, or mood; major chords typically 
sound happy, minor chords sounds sad, or melancholy, and 7th chords have a more edgy, 
unresolved sound. 
 

     How to Practice Chords 
 

The next few pages will introduce the basic chords that will enable you to play countless 
songs. Try to keep your fingers from muting adjacent strings. Your fingers should be placed 
right behind the fret and press hard enough to get a nice ringing sound from each note. Use 
the tip of your finger, not the pad, to depress each string. 
 

Here is a good way to create the muscle memory that will make the chords automatic. 
Hold down a chord, and instead of strumming it, play each note in the chord individually. If 
you hear a buzzing, or muted sound, adjust your finger until it rings clearly. When you are 
satisfied that every note is clear, let go of the chord, repeat the process. Do this ten or twenty 
times for each chord. This is a great way to warm up. 
 

And, GET A METRONOME! The metronome emits a rhythmic tone, which can be set to any 
tempo. Pick a song or exercise to practice, and find a tempo where you can play it perfectly. 
Slow is good.  Remember – the only way to learn how to play fast is to practice slow. 
Play the song with the metronome as a rhythmic guide, and when you feel completely com-
fortable with your chosen tempo, increase the tempo a click or two. You will find that, over 
time, you will be playing your tunes faster, with fewer mistakes. 

 

    
  

 

A minor 

     

F Major 

G Major D Major 

 R            R              R 

         R             R 



 6 Playing Chords In The Key Of C 

The examples below are presented on a “staff” that is broken into units of 4 beats (or counts) 
called “measures”. The measures are separated by vertical lines (called bar lines), and you  play 
the chord that is notated above each measure. Start Exercise 1 by counting out loud, and 
strumming on the first beat of each measure. Use the second, third, and fourth beat to get your 
left hand positioned for the chord in the following measure. This enables you to get through the 
exercise without losing the rhythm of the tune. Exercises 2, 3, and 4 each add a strum on succes-
sive beats, so by the time you are playing strum 4, you will be playing a strum on every beat.  

Exercise 1 
C       G                          Am                     F 

C       G                          Am                     F 
Exercise 2 

Exercise 3 
C       G                          Am                     F 

C       G                          Am                     F 
Exercise 4 

1       2       3       4        1       2       3       4          1       2       3       4       1       2       3       4      

1       2       3       4        1       2       3       4          1       2       3       4       1       2       3       4      

1       2       3       4        1       2       3       4          1       2       3       4       1       2       3       4      

1       2       3       4        1       2       3       4          1       2       3       4       1       2       3       4      

O = Unfretted string is played. 
Numbers on chord diagrams indicate left hand fingers.  

1 = index finger, 2 = middle finger, 3 = ring finger, and 4 = pinky 

          R             R 

C Major A Minor 

 R                    R 

F Major 

               R       

G Major 

    R           R      
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C                           C                           C                             F 

F     G        G    C   

Jingle Bells 

F     C        G    C 

C     G         G       C   
Happy Birthday 

C    F        C                 G  C  

Count       1        2        3 

        
Use the chords that you have learned to play these songs. Strum on the first count, and spend 
the rest of the measure getting your left hand positioned for the chord in the next measure. 
Count out loud, or in your head, and tap your foot to the beat. 

C                           C                           C                             C 

F     C        G    G   

F                          C                            G                             C 

C                           C                           C                             F 

Happy    birth         day        to            you                         happy       birth           day           to           you                  happy 

Birth          day           to          some        one       happy       birth           day           to           you  

Dashing   through   the        snow                        on    a      one    horse    open                   sleigh 

o’er      the        fields we     go                                           laughing     all      the                way 

Jingle     bells                          jingle          bells                       jingle      all               the           way 

Bells    on      bobtail             ring                                           making     spirits                      bright               What 

Oh   next  what     fun      it          is   to   ride              on    a      one     horse     open                sleigh        

Jingle     bells                          jingle          bells                       jingle      all               the           way 

 Fun      it       is        to           ride   and   sing   on   a            sleighing   horse                to  -  night                     Oh 

Oh    what     fun      it          is   to   ride              on    a      one    horse    open                   sleigh       Oh 

This song gets three beats per measure, so you count 1, 2 ,3 in each measure. Notice that in the 
7th measure you strum the C chord on the 1st beat, and the G chord on the 3rd beat.  

C                           C                           C                             C 

Count      1      2      3     4 

Count      1             2               3    



 9 Playing Chords In The Key Of G 
This lesson will introduce four chords in the key of G. You will notice that the sound of these 
chords, when played in sequence, sound a lot like the chords you learned in the key of C. 
Learn these chords and practice the rhythms shown below. 

G         D               Em                      C 

Rhythm 1 
  Here is a variation of one of the previous strumming patterns that has a lot of utility for 
pop/rock tunes. It’s a little tricky with the upstroke that occurs on the & of the 3rd beat.  
Think down—down—up—up—down. 

G         D               Em                      C 

1   &   2   &   3  &   4  &        1  &   2   &   3   &  4  &         1   &   2   &   3   &  4  &         1   &   2   &   3   &  4  &           

 1       2   &   3   &   4             1        2   &    3   &   4               1        2   &   3   &   4            1       2   &   3   &   4           

This rhythm works well on tunes with a driving rock feel. Strum two down strokes on each beat.  
You can change the feel of this rhythm by strumming down—up instead of all down strokes. 

Rhythm 2 

Percussive Strumming 

E minor 

             R                R      

D Major G Major 

R            R              R             R          

C Major 

   1              2      &              3    &        4                 1              2      &          3    &           4  

 

   1              2      &              3    &        4                 1              2      &          3    &           4  

G                                  D                

Percussive strumming creates a powerful rhythm that creates the illusion of a percussionist play-
ing with a ukulele rhythm. You can use this strum for almost any style of music. 
 

To get the percussive “slap”, let the fleshy part of your right palm drop down, and land on the 
strings, on the 2nd beat. This mutes the strings while your index finger (or pick) strikes the strings 
to create the percussive effect. Then, quickly follow the slap with an up-stroke of the pick on 
the “and” of the 2nd beat. The slap is indicated by the large S. This pattern is the same as the 
first rhythm in this lesson, but the downstroke on the 2nd and 4th beats are replaced with the 
slap. 

Em                                         C 

     R              R          

Alternate fingering  
for C  
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G     D         C             C 

Verse 
 G     D         Em   C 

 G     D         C             C 

 G     D         Em   C 
Chorus 

Wagon Wheel 

Verse 
 G     D         Em   C 

 G     D         C             C 

Don’t Stop Believing 

 G     D         C              C 

 G     D         Em   C 
Chorus 

 C     C         G              G 

 C     C         G              G 
Bridge 

Here are a couple of songs that use the chords from this lesson. Use Rhythm 1 from pg. 9 
Rhythm 1 for Wagon Wheel, and Rhythm 2 for Don’t Stop Believing. Experiment with some of 
the other rhythms that you have learned. You can even use more that one rhythm in a song 
to make it sound more interesting.  
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1         2       3       4            1        2       3       4                1       2       3       4                1       2       3       4 

G         D                 Em                       C 

Embellishing Rhythms 
If you listen to an accomplished ukulele player accompany a song, you will often hear the 
strum pattern change over the course of the song. Using the same strumming pattern for a 
whole song can prevent the song from opening up dynamically, so you should learn how 
embellish basic strumming patterns to help bring out the emotion of a song. 
 

Below is a basic rhythm that was introduced earlier in this book which you play by strum-
ming a down stroke on the counts of 1 and 3. We will use this basic pattern to add more 
dynamics to the rhythm.  

G         D                 Em                       C 

  

1        2       3       4              1        2        3       4               1        2        3        4              1       2       3     4 

Now, add a short strum on the 2nd and 4th beat. The strum on the 1st and 3rd beat should hit all 
of the notes in the chord, and the strums on the 2nd and 4th beats should be much lighter, only 
hitting the top couple of strings. The strum on the 2nd and 4th beat provides an accent to the basic 
rhythm. 
 

So, while the pulse of the rhythm is still on 1 and 3, you are adding accents on 2 and 4 to propel the 
rhythm. You can apply this technique to any strumming pattern.  

    1    2  &       3      4  &       1        2  &     3     4  &            1      2  &      3     4  &            1      2  &     3     4  &             

G         D                 Em                       C 

   

1            2          3            1             2            3                1          2   &       3                1           2   &      3  &            

You can also use this technique in songs that have 3 beats per measure. Below you can see how 
the rhythm builds by using adding accents on the 2nd and 3rd beats. 

G         D                 Em                       C 

Another dynamic addition to this rhythm is to subdivide the 2nd and 4th beats to two short 
strums—one up, and one down.   
 

The actual count that matches the added strums would be  1  2&  3   4&.  
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C (1)      G (5)                       Am (6)                     F (4) 

How To Play In Different Keys 
The Number System 

C (1)      G (5)                       Am (6)                     F (4) 

G (1)      D (5)                       Em (6)                     C (4) 

Once you have learned a few chords, you will be able to play songs in different keys. You 
need to be able to play in different keys so you can find the best key in which to sing a par-
ticular song. And, some songs just sound better in certain keys.  
 

The number system assigns numbers to chords in such a way that allows to you play in dif-
ferent keys easily, by finding corresponding chords in different keys, numerically. 
 

Here’s how the number system works. The notes in the key of  C are:   
   C         D         E          F         G          A         B          
If you give each note a number, you get: 
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
   C         D         E          F          G          A         B   
         

If you are playing a song in the key of C, using C, F, G, and A minor chords, you can refer to 
the chords by the numbers from that key— 1, 4, 5, and 6.  
         1    2   3         4  5          6         7    
               C           D         E         F         G         A        B   
 

 
 

    
You will find that many songs are constructed using the 1, 4 and 5 chords. The 6m chord is 
also often used.  
 

Now, we will apply the number system to the key of G.  Here are the notes in the key of G:    
   G A B C D E F# 
 

Just as with the key of C, you assign a number to each note in the key. 
 

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
   G A B C D E F# 
 

So, if you want to play the original song (C, G, Am and F) in the key of G, simply find the 
corresponding numbers from the original key, and substitute the chords of the same num-
ber from the new key.          
      1  2  3  4  5  6  7      
   Key of C    C  D  E  F  G  A  B    
   Key of G    G  A  B  C  D  E  F#    
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

becomes 

You will find that the 1, 5, 6m, 4 chord sequence is used in many pop, country, rock, and folk 
tunes. Being familiar with this sequence in a variety of keys will enable you to play lots of 
familiar songs. 
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                        C                C7              Cm            Cm7          Cdim          Caug          C6            Cmaj7            C9 

                       C#            C#/7          C#/m           C#7            C#dim       C#aug        C#6       C#maj7        C#9 

D                D7              Dm             Dm7            Ddim          Daug          D6            Dmaj7        D9 

C# is the same as Db 

 

F                F7              Fm             Fm7            Fdim          Faug          F6            Fmaj7          F9 

D# is the same as Eb 
D#             D#7           D#m          D#m7        D#dim       D#aug      D#6         D#maj7         D#9 

E                E7              Em             Em7            Edim          Eaug          E6            Emaj7          E9 

Chord Glossary 
Chord Symbol Legend: 

Chord letter = major,  7 = 7th,  m = minor, m7 =minor 7th, dim = diminished, aug = augment-
ed, 6 = major 6th, maj7 = major 7th, 9 =9th. These alpha/numeric extensions chords will be 
explained in the chord theory section of Fear of Ukulele. 
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The next two pages show the songs used earlier in this course, displayed using the number sys-
tem.  As you learn more chords, try playing them in different keys by applying the number 
system 

1                            1                             1                              4  

4     5        5    1  

Jingle Bells 

4     1        5    1   

1     5        5    1   
Happy Birthday 

1           4        1                        5    1   

1                          1         1                             1  

4     1                              5    5   

4     1        5    1   

Dashing   through   the        snow                        on    a      one    horse    open                   sleigh 

o’er      the        fields we     go                                           laughing     all      the                way 

1                          1         1                           4  

Happy    birth        day        to             you                         happy       birth             day             to       you               happy 

Birth          day          to       some        one       happy         birth            day             to         you  

Jingle     bells                          jingle          bells                       jingle      all               the           way 

Bells    on      bobtail             ring                                           making     spirits                      bright               What 

Oh    what     fun      it          is   to   ride              on    a      one     horse     open                sleigh        

Jingle     bells                          jingle          bells                       jingle      all               the           way 

 Fun      it       is        to           ride   and   sing   on   a            sleighing   horse                to  -  night                     Oh 

Oh    what     fun      it          is   to   ride              on    a      one    horse    open                   sleigh       Oh 

1                          1         1                           1  



 18 How Chords are Made 

A minor chord contains the root, flatted (or lowered) 3rd, and 5th degree so, the notes in a C 
minor chord are C, Eb, and G—the root, flatted (or lowered) 3rd, and 5th degree of the scale. 
The flatted notes are displayed with a b after them. 
     C  D   Eb  F  G   A   B  
     R   2   b3  4   5   6    7   

Before we move into more advanced chords, a basic understanding of just what makes a 
chord will be very useful. 
 

Each chord family has a general sound quality. Major chords have a happy, open sound.  
Minor chords sound sad, or melancholy, and 7th chords have an edgy, unresolved sound. 
These three different sounds are vital for creating tension and resolution in songs. For in-
stance, a minor chord will often precede a 7th chord, which has a natural pull to resolve to a 
major chord. 
 

Chords are simply clusters of notes that are extracted from the chord’s associated scale so, to 
understand chords, you should know a little bit about scales. Later on, you will learn how 
scales can be used to create melodies, but for now, you should understand scales as they re-
late to chord construction.  
 

A major scale can be created from any note by using a formula of whole steps (two frets), 
and half steps (one fret). Use this formula from a C note, and you get: 
 

          W    W    1/2   W   W    W   1/2 
    C     D     E     F    G     A     B     C  
 

 
Here are the notes  
in a C major scale. 

Give each note in the scale a number, 
with the first note displayed with an R for 
“root”. The “root” is simply the name of 
the first note of a scale, or chord. The first 
note, or root, of a C scale is C. The first 
note, or root, of a C chord is C, and so on.  

Since chords are just clusters of notes extracted from scales let’s look at how  the C major, C 
minor, and C7th chords are created from a C major scale. 
 

A major chord contains the root, 3rd and 5th degree of a major scale so, the notes in a C ma-
jor chord are C, E and G—the Root, 3rd and 5th degree of the scale.   
     C   D   E    F   G  A   B  
     R   2    3   4    5    6    7   



 20 The Five Chord System 
The next couple of pages will introduce a system of chords that will enable you to play 
chords anywhere on the neck. It is called the “five chord system” because it is based on the 
five chord forms shown below: C, A, G ,F, and D. They are referred to as “open” chords since 
they include open, or unfretted strings.  
 

The idea is that you learn these five forms, then take those shapes and move them up the 
neck in “moveable” forms that will enable you to play the same shape in any key. Get 
comfortable with these five forms, then proceed to the moveable chord forms on pg. 20. 
 

C 7 

   5      R     3      b7 

C Major 

   5      R     3      R    5      b3    5     R 

C Minor 

   5      b3    5     R 

Alternate C minor 
fingering 

 

    R     3     5      R 

A Major 

    R    b3    5      R    b7     3    5     R    R     3      b7    R 

A 7 
Alternate A7 fingering 

A Minor 

    R      5     R     b3 

G Minor G Major 

    R     5      R     3   R       5     b7    3 

G 7 

   b3    5     R      5 

F Major 

   3      5     R     3    3      5     R     5 

   5      R     b3    5 

D 7 

   5      b7    3      5 

D Minor 

   5      R     3      5 

D Major 

Alternate F  fingering F Minor  

    3     b7     R     3 

F 7 
 

    3     b7     R     5 

F 7 

   5      R     3      5 

D Major 

Alternate F7  fingering 

Alternate D  fingering 



 22 The Moveable Chords 
Moveable chords are open chords that are re-fingered to enable you to play them in any 
key, anywhere on the neck. The 5 basic open chord forms are the basis for the moveable 
forms, so we will refer to the moveable chords by their open string forms. (i.e. C form, A form 
etc.) When you re-finger an open chord to become a moveable chord, your 1st finger holds 
down the notes that are unfretted in the open chords. Having moveable chords in our vocab-
ulary will enable you to play any chord in various places on the neck. 

C Major 

   5      R     3      R    5      R     3      R    5      R     3      R 

 
 

Here is the basic C major chord. To turn it into a moveable chord, place your fourth finger on 
the third fret. Slide your finger to the fourth fret, and lay your first finger across the first fret. 
You now have what looks like a C chord, only one fret higher. The root of the original chord 
was the C on the third string.  When you slide the chord to the first fret, the root is now one 
fret higher – C#, so the chord is now a C#. If you slide this chord up another fret, the root is 
now a D, making the chord a D. So, now you have a moveable C Form chord, that can be 
moved up and down the neck and can be identified by the root note which resides on the 
third string. 

Below is an A chord. You can see that the root resides on the fourth string. Just as with the C 
chord, if you slide the chord up one fret and lay our first finger across the first and second 
string, you have created a moveable form. When you slide the chord up one fret, the root 
note is now an A#, making the chord an A#.  Move it up two more frets, and it becomes a 
C chord since the root note on the fourth string is now a C.  When you learn the moveable 
shapes you can see that you can play the same chord in different places using different 
moveable forms. You just need to lean the names of the notes up the neck, so you ca identi-
fy the root notes. 

You can apply this process to all five of the basic chord forms (major, minor and 7th) and 
create moveable forms that can be played in any key, anywhere on the neck.  
 

 

R     3     5      R 

A Major 

The 2nd fret of 
the 4th string is 
an A note, mak-
ing I the root of 
the A chord. 

    R     3     5      R 

C Major 

    R     3     5      R 

A# (Bb) Major 

C# Major  
(C form) 

D Major 

The open 3rd 
string is a C note, 
and the root of 
the C chord. 

The 3rd string  is still  
the root, but now it’s 
a C#, making the 
chord a C#. 

The 3rd string  is still  
the root, but now it’s 
a D making the 
chord a CD. 

When you move the 
chord up one fret, the 
root note on the 4th 
string becomes A# 
(Bb).  Now you have 
an A# or Bb chord. 

As you move this 
shape up the neck,  
it’s name changes 
based on the root 
note on the 4th 
string.  The note on 
the 5t fret of the 4th 
string is a C, making 
the chord a C chord. 



 36 Using Scales to Embellish Chords 
The Sus4 and Add2/Add9 Chords 

Once you understand the relationship that exists between chords and their parent scales, you 
can begin adding additional notes from those scales to basic chords, to give them more color.  
 

There are many chords that can be built from basic chords that will be introduced a bit later, 
that will enable you to play more sophisticated jazz tunes, but there are two chords that 
should be part of every players vocabulary that can enhance tunes of any style—the Sus4, 
and the Add9 chords. 
 

By adding the 4th or 9th (2nd) scale degree to basic chords you can embellish standard 
chords without clashing with the melody being played over the original chord. 
 Sus4 Chords 
To create a Sus 4 chord, find the 4th degree of the scale, and paste it onto the original 
chord. The fourth degree of the C scale is F, so simply add the F note to the C chord, and 
you have a C Sus4 chord. 

Moveable  
C Sus4 chord 

 
 

 

 

 
 A Form  

Moveable Scale 
A Form  

Sus4 
D Form  

Moveable Scale 
D Form  

Sus4 
F Form  

Moveable Scale 
F Form  

Sus4 
G Form  

Moveable Scale 
G Form  

Sus4 

F Major Scale F Sus4 G Major Scale 

 
 D Major Scale 

 
 A Major Scale D Sus4 A Sus4 G Sus4 

Below are the Sus4 chords for the other four open and moveable chord forms. The examples 
on page 36 show some typical applications of this chord. 

Open C major 
scale (notes) 

Open C  
major chord 

Open C major 
scale (numbers) 

Open  
C Sus4 chord 

Moveable Sus4 Chords 

Open Sus4 Chords  
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Now that you have been introduced to music notation and tablature, you can start playing 
melodies on the ukulele. 
 

The song below is displayed in TAB, as this is such a widely used method of notating music 
for fretted indtruments. All of the other musical examples in Fear of Ukulele will also be 
presented in TAB, however, this is probably a good time to pick up a basic method on 
reading music. It will benefit you greatly to develop that skill. 
 

Once again, we’ll use Jingle Bells, but you can use the technique presented here on any 
tune. 
 

Notice that the chart below is in the treble clef, and is in 4/4 time. Observe the note values 
that were presented in the last section of this book, but also use the lyrics to help you play 
the melody in the correct rhythm. 
 

Playing melodies opens up a whole new dimension of ukulele playing. If you have another 
uke player or guitarist play the chords, you can play the melody, creating a duet dynamic 
between the two instruments. You also may want to record yourself playing the chords, 
then add the melody during the playback. Apply this concept to other songs, and you will 
be playing the ukulele!  

How to Play Melodies 

      Dash    ing   through   the         snow                 on    a         one    horse      o     pen          sleigh 

o’er      the        fields      we     go                                  laugh  ing       all      the              way 

              Bells    on      bob      tail             ring                       mak     ing     spir       its            br ight               What 

 Fun      it       is        to           ride   and   sing   on   a        sleigh  ing   horse     to    -    night         Oh 
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How to Combine Chords and Melodies 

 

A very exciting way to play the ukulele is “chord melody”, which combines chords and melody 
to create complete arrangements, not unlike how a piano player would approach a tune. 
 

In basic chord melody arrangements the chord is typically stated on the first beat, with the re-
maining melody notes in the measure played individually. You want the chord played on the 
first beat to sustain as long as possible, so try to leave your fingers on the chord for the whole 
measure. There are always a few measures that require chords played on other beats. In the  
following arrangement, there are a couple of measures where chords are played on the first 
and third beats. 
 

The most important rule is to always keep the melody note on top. That is, as you strum a 
chord that contains a melody note, stop the strum when you reach the melody note.  
 

In order to fuse the chords and melody, you have to make some small adjustments to some of 
the chords. The chord diagrams below will show the  chords that are edited to accommodate 
the melody. 
 

As you become more facile with this technique, you can start adding chords throughout the 
measure to support melody notes. 

Dashing   through   the        snow                        on    a      one    horse    open                   sleigh 

o’er      the        fields we     go                                 laugh     ing        all      the              way 

    Bells    on      bob      tail             ring                             mak     ing        spir      its            bright               What 



 36 Using Scales to Embellish Chords 
The Sus4 and Add2/Add9 Chords 

Once you understand the relationship that exists between chords and their parent scales, you 
can begin adding additional notes from those scales to basic chords, to give them more color.  
 

There are many chords that can be built from basic chords that will be introduced a bit later, 
that will enable you to play more sophisticated jazz tunes, but there are two chords that 
should be part of every players vocabulary that can enhance tunes of any style—the Sus4, 
and the Add9 chords. 
 

By adding the 4th or 9th (2nd) scale degree to basic chords you can embellish standard 
chords without clashing with the melody being played over the original chord. 
 Sus4 Chords 
To create a Sus 4 chord, find the 4th degree of the scale, and paste it onto the original 
chord. The fourth degree of the C scale is F, so simply add the F note to the C chord, and 
you have a C Sus4 chord. 

Moveable  
C Sus4 chord 

 
 

 

 

 
 A Form  

Moveable Scale 
A Form  

Sus4 
D Form  

Moveable Scale 
D Form  

Sus4 
F Form  

Moveable Scale 
F Form  

Sus4 
G Form  

Moveable Scale 
G Form  

Sus4 

F Major Scale F Sus4 G Major Scale 

 
 D Major Scale 

 
 A Major Scale D Sus4 A Sus4 G Sus4 

Below are the Sus4 chords for the other four open and moveable chord forms. The examples 
on page 36 show some typical applications of this chord. 

Open C major 
scale (notes) 

Open C  
major chord 

Open C major 
scale (numbers) 

Open  
C Sus4 chord 

Moveable Sus4 Chords 

Open Sus4 Chords  
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All of these songs use the 12 bar blues progression 
 

This chord progression below is called a 12 Bar Blues, and it is a very important chord se-
quence to learn. It’s called a 12 Bar Blues because unlike most other song forms, it is 12 
measures (bars) long. The blues chord progression uses the 1, 4 and 5 chords with all of the 
chords treated as 7th chords.  Hundreds of blues and blues/rock songs use this progression, and 
once you learn it you can play them all!  

Twelve Bar Blues Progression 

Pride and Joy  
Everyday I Have The Blues  
Cross Road Blues  
Hound Dog 
CC Rider 
Love Struck Baby 
Stormy Monday 
Sweet Home Chicago  

Steamroller Blues 
Rt. 66 
Kansas City 
Before You Accuse Me 
I Got My Mojo Working 
Red House 
Love Me Like a Man 
Johnny B. Goode 

Sometimes 12 bar blues songs don’t use the 4 chord in the second measure, and just continue 
pumping the 1 chord for the first 4 measures. Love Struck Baby, Pride and Joy, and Johnny B. 
Goode are examples of this slight variation.  
 

Check out the Minor Pentatonic scale on page 54 to learn how to jam over blues and rock 
tunes. 

12 Bar Blues, and Rock and Roll

  Here are the 12 bar blues chords in several other keys. 
 

            KEY        17      47     57  
  Original Key:      A   A7    D7    E7 
  Transposed Keys: E   E7    A7    B7  
      D   D7    G7    A7 
     G   G7    C7    D7 
     C   C7    F7    G7 

D7                 D7                              A7                              A7 

A7               D7                               A7                              A7 

E7                D7                               A7                              E7             (A7) 

Last time through 
the form, end on 
an A7 (1) chord. 

   R     3      b7    R 

D7 

   5      b7    3      5 

A 7 

   5      R     3      R 

E7 

4th fret 

 
 



 42 Fingerpicking The Ukulele 

Here is one of the many variations that you can create. 

A very popular style of fingerpicking is known as "Travis" style of playing which works as a 
great accompaniment tool for a wide variety of tunes. Travis picking incorporates a steady, 
alternating bass pattern on the 3rd and 4th string, played with your thumb, on each beat. 
Your fingers add melody notes on the first two strings.  
Start by playing through the following chord sequence with your thumb. 

Once you are comfortable with the above pattern, you can start adding melody notes. The 
first melody note is played on the first string, on the first beat. Pinch the first and fourth strings 
on the first beat, and continue the alternating pattern with your thumb. 

Just as with guitar, playing fingerstyle can add a whole new dimension to your playing. Play-
ing fingerstyle allows you to play with a more pianistic approach, and add a lot of melody. 
If you are plan on developing your fingerstyle chops, you may want to consider putting a 
lower pitched G string on your uke. 
 
. 
The first example shows, what is called, an arpeggio pattern. Your thumb plays the first note, 
index finger the second note, middle finger, the third note, and ring finger plays the fourth 
note. There are countless variations of this pattern. You can use only your thumb, index  and 
middle fingers, and  you can play the pattern over any of the notes that are included in the 
chord. 
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As explained earlier, there are three chords families –major, minor, and 7th, and, as mentioned 
before, almost all of the chords you will encounter fall into one of the three families.  
 

Each family of chords contains several chords that are slight variations from the original chord, 
which can be substituted, or added to the original chord. 
 

For example, C, and C Add9 are both included in the Major Family. If a tune calls for a C chord, 
you can substitute the C Add9 for the C chord to create a different color from the original chord. 
If there is enough time, you also can play the C chord, and follow it with the C Add 9, playing 
both chords where one was originally called for.  Depending on how you want the song to sound, 
you can insert any chord from a given family. 
 

The chords displayed below show some common chords that reside in each chord family. The next 
few pages will give you some common fingerings for these chords, followed by some examples of 
“chord embellishment” using some common chord progressions. 
 

Major Family 
    Basic major chord  R 3 5 
    Add 9    R 3 5 9 
    Sus4    R 3 4 5 
    Major 7 (M7)  R 3 5 7 
    Major 6 (M6)  R 3 5 6 
    Major 9 (M9)  R 3 5 7 9   
    6/9   R 3 5 6 9 
 

Minor Family 
    Basic minor chord  R b3 5 
    Add9    R b3 5 9 
    Minor 6 (m6)  R b3 5 6  
    Minor 7 (m7)   R b3 5 b7 
    Minor 9 (m9)  R b3 5 b79 
    Minor 11 (m11)  R b3 5 b7 11  
    Minor 7b5 (m7b5) R b3 b5 b7  
 

7th Family 
    Basic 7th chord  R 3 5 b7 
    9th    R 3 5 b7 9 
    13th    R 3 5 b7 13 
    9Sus4   R 3 4 5 b7 9 
    7#9    R 3 5 b7 #9 
    7b9    R 3 5 b7 b9 
    7#5 (augmented or Aug 5th) R 3 #5 b7 
    7b5    R 3 b5 b7 
    7b9#5   R 3 #5 b7 b9 
    7#9b5   R 3 b5 b7 #9 
 
Notice that the Add 9 chord is in the major family, the minor 9 chord is in the minor family,  
and, the 9 chord is in the 7th family. They all share the 9th degree, but are not interchangeable. 

How to Use Chord Families 
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Minor Family 

Diminished Chords 

     R        R         R         R  

C Form) 

   3      b7   9     13 

A Form A Form  

   b7     3      13      9     b7    3     13     5 

         13th Chords 

The diminished chord is not includ-
ed in the three chord families, and 
typically functions as a connecting 
chord. It is a unique chord in that 
every note in it is the root, mean-
ing that there are only three di-
minished chords. Each diminished 
chord repeats every three frets. 

7th Family 

9 Sus4 

     b7     9      4      R 

9 #5 

      3     b7    9    #5 

G Form) 

    b7      9       5       R 

A Form 

    b7      3     5      R 

C Form) 

   3      b7   9     5 

   9th Chords                                                                 

   b7    b9    4       R      b7    3     5     #9    b7   3     #5  #9    b7    3      5     b9      b7     3     #5   b9 

     7#9                     7b9                  7b9               7 #5#9                 7 #5b9 

Altered 7th Chords 

        b6    b3     5      R 

A Form C Form) 

   5     b3     5      b7    b7     b3    5     R     R      5       b7    b3 

   b7     b3    5      9     b3     6    R      5    

            Minor 6th                    Minor 9th       Minor 11th       Minor 7b5 
    b3     5    R      5       5      b7     b3    5 

      R      b5     b7     b3        R      5      b7   b3 

F Form D Form 
G Form) 

Minor 7th 

    R      b3      5       9 

    5      9       b3       5 

    b3     5       9       5 

       5      b3     5       9 

Minor Add 9
D Form F Form 

    R       5       9      b3 

G Form A Form  C Form  
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F#7 E7  B minor 

Bm7 Bm9 

A Major 6 F#9 

A Major 

Example 1. 

A Major 7 F#7b9 

Bm11 E13 

Example 2 
A Major G9 F#9 G dim 

4th fret 

E9 
7th fret 

4th fret 4th fret 

Bm9 E13 

Embellishing Chord Progressions 
Here is a sequence that is found in a lot of swing song that uses  the 1, 6, 2 and 5 chords.   
Notice that the original sequence uses one chord per measure, and the  two examples 
 use two chords per measure. 

Bm7 

G9 



 49 Learning Songs By Ear 
 

Find the Rhythm 
Listen, and count. Try to feel the pulse of the song. Does it have 3 or 4 beats per measure? Most songs 
will have 4 beats per measure, but it’s not uncommon for a song to have 3 beats per measure. Songs 
can have 6, or 9, or any number of beats per measure, but most songs will have 4. 
 

Find the Key 
The first chord in the song usually tells you the song’s key. If the first chord and the last chord are not 
the same, the last chord in the song will usually give you the key. Be prepared to play the beginning 
(or end) of the song many times while you do this. 
 

Find the Chords  
When you find the chord that resonates with that first or last chord, you will have the 1 chord of the 
key. Once you have the 1 chord, refer to the chart of keys on pg. 18 and get the 4, 5 and 6m chords for 
that key. Most songs are built around the 1, 4, 5 and 6m chords so as you play through the song, try 
inserting these chords until you get a  match. Songs also can utilize the 2, 3 and 7 chords, so be pre-
pared to listen really hard. 
Now, you have to determine when the chords change. Sometimes it’s really obvious, but sometimes 
the changes can be very subtle. When you discern a chord change, try to insert the 4 or 5 chord. If they 
don’t sound right, try the 6m, or 2m chords. There’s a good chance that you will get a match. Many pop 
songs follow a 1 - 5 - 6m- 4 sequence. Blues tunes invariably follow a 1 - 4 - 1 - 1 - 4 - 4 - 1 - 1 – 5 – 4 – 1 
- 5 pattern, and many country and bluegrass songs use some variation of 1 - 4 - 1 - 5 - 1 - 4 - 5 - 1 pat-
tern. Listen, and experiment. It gets exponentially easier after you have learned a couple of tunes this 
way, and it’s a skill that will prove to be immensely valuable to you as a musician. 
If you find that the song begins with a minor chord, it can mean a couple of things. Sometimes songs 
start on the 6m  the 2m  of the key, and sometimes the song is in a minor key. If a song is in a minor key, 
you still will find that the 1, 4 and 5 chords will be used, but the 1 and 4 chords are likely to be minor 
chords. 
 

Modulation 
You will find that occasionally a song will change keys. When a song “modulates” to a new key, the 
structure of the song stays the same; it’s just in a different key. Songs can modulate by going up a half 
step, or a whole step. The last chorus of Taylor Swift’s Love Story, is a good example of modulating up 
a whole step. Songs can also modulate to any key by stating the 5 chord of the new key, then slipping 
into the song’s form. 
 

Song Form  
You need to be able to identify the verse, chorus and bridge of a song, and in some cases an intro or 
ending. It will be easier to find the chords if you learn each section separately. Once you have a verse 
and a chorus, they will repeat throughout the song. 
Verses and choruses are usually eight measures long, and songs typically follow a verse, verse, chorus 
format. Many songs have a bridge, which is a four or eight measure sequence that appears once in a 
song, usually after an instrumental solo, or right before the last verse/chorus. 
The verse, chorus, and bridge while generally staying in the same key, will follow different chord se-
quences, and if you can identify the different sections of a song, it will be easier to hear the chords. An 
intro occurs at the beginning of the song, and can be 2, 4, or 8 bars long, and is generally not repeat-
ed. An ending section, called a coda, can be of varying lengths. There are many ways to construct a 
song, but the verse generally starts on the 1 chord, choruses on the 1 or 4 chord, and the bridge on the 
6 chord. But not always... So, listen, and experiment.  
 

Write it Down  
As you are finding the chords in a song, it’s a good idea to write them down. Take a blank sheet of 
manuscript paper, and insert the chords as they appear in the tune over each measure. 
Before you actually write the chords in, you may want to listen to the song, and simply make a mark 
in each measure where you hear a chord change. Once you know where the chords should be inserted 
rhythmically, you can start figuring out what the chords actually are, and write their actual names, or 
numbers in the appropriate place. 
 


